White Paper

Verifying control of intellectual property and compliance with security and regulatory requirements

You can use Teamcenter® software’s PLM audit management capabilities to establish audit logs that track the product and process information managed by your PLM system and to determine how specific changes affect this information. More specifically, audit logs enable you to define what PLM information you want to monitor and to capture how events and project-related activities change that information. Audit logs can also help you determine who participated in these activities. Once this information has been captured, you can search, sort, filter and view the audit log and leverage its records from multiple applications.
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Executive summary

To compete today, companies must collaborate globally within business units and with partners and suppliers throughout the product lifecycle. However, the more people are included in your collaborative product development and manufacturing processes, the more your intellectual property is exposed to misuse or theft.

To keep control of your valuable product knowledge, you need to know what information is being changed, by whom, and in some cases, simply who is accessing it. You need to manage your knowledge throughout the product lifecycle, whether to protect your business or to demonstrate compliance with regulatory requirements.

Teamcenter establishes a product lifecycle management (PLM) environment that is scalable, secure and flexible. Teamcenter facilitates global collaboration across the supply chain by providing a single, secure source of enterprise product and process knowledge. From concept ideation to product retirement Teamcenter supports the complete product lifecycle.

Teamcenter provides PLM audit management capabilities to enable you to track activities managed by your PLM environment and retain it as an audit log. With Teamcenter, you can:

- Configure what you want to be tracked
- Identify what information was changed
- Identify what specific properties of the information were changed
- See who changed it
- See what event triggered the change
- Compare the old and new values of the changed data
- Determine who is accessing your information and performing what actions on it

PLM audit management capabilities are typically used to support configuration audits that track who changed what information and whether there were appropriate authorizations in place to permit these activities. These capabilities also facilitate security audits that determine what information was accessed and by whom. Security audits are highly valued in the aerospace and defense industry but can apply to any industry where intellectual property is crucial for sustaining marketplace competitiveness.

This white paper is intended for technical decision makers who are interested in learning how you can use audit management to improve the business value and performance of your PLM environment.
Role of audit management

Teamcenter audit management capabilities enable you to establish an audit log to track the product and process knowledge managed by your PLM system, as well as to determine how specific events (activities) have affected this knowledge. Typically, one of your system administrators kicks off the PLM audit management process by configuring the audit log and deciding:

- What product and process knowledge should be audited
- What changes to this knowledge should be captured in the audit log (i.e., what information changes, requirements changes and/or project activities should be captured)
- Where the audit log should be stored (i.e., in the Teamcenter database or in separate text file)
- What searches, reports, and custom handling are permitted for the audit log in question

The audit log can also track who accessed what information. You can leverage the Teamcenter security model to protect the audit log by limiting who is permitted to query and/or view specific audited information and whether these privileged users attempted to perform any unauthorized action.

After the initial configuration is complete and tracked events/users have been captured in your audit logs, you are ready to leverage the audit log. At this point, you – as a privileged user – decide:

- How to search, sort, filter and view the audit log using Teamcenter
- How you want to leverage filtered log records from an application (e.g., such as My Teamcenter or Teamcenter Report Builder)

Configuring your PLM audit management solution

System administrators use the accompanying audit manager interface to perform the following basic configuration-related tasks:

Creating audit definition objects System administrators determine what audit logs should be created through the use of audit definition objects. When creating audit definition objects, the administrator must specify the object type, event type, log handler, storage type and object properties. The audit manager interface provides lists that the administrator can view when selecting these items.

Changing audit definition objects If an audit definition object needs to be modified, the administrator can use the audit manager interface to display and modify the audit definition object.

Defining permitted audit log activities The system administrators can use the audit manager interface to determine storage option. Archiving, log searches, custom reports and custom handling are permitted when using the audit log.

Audit manager interface.
Searching audit logs

Privileged users (i.e., users who are permitted access for the purpose of auditing information and performing audit-related functions) employ the following audit dialog interface to search an audit log stored in the Teamcenter database. During the search process, users typically employ the interface to sort and filter their searches so that they can locate audit log records of particular interest. They can also use the dialog to view the records they have selected.

Viewing and leveraging audit log records

Users can use multiple applications – such as My Teamcenter or the Teamcenter Report Builder – to search, leverage and/or report on selected records. For example, you can access basic audit information through the View>Audit menu in My Teamcenter. Other My Teamcenter capabilities are supported, including the use of View>Audit>View>Signoff Report to generate a history report for given information objects or workflow processes. This capability is especially valuable for identifying when given events (such as review/approval processes, work tasks, notification procedures and other activities) were started and completed (or their current status), who has signed off, who was notified and who is primarily responsible for the task – as well as other pertinent task-related information.

Alternatively, users whose audit logs have been stored in external text files can use provided XML program files to view the audit log in a web browser.

Using web browser to view audit log stored in external text file.
An alternative viewing approach is shown in the accompanying screen, where the Teamcenter report creation wizard is used to search audit records stored in the Teamcenter database, generate an audit report and design a report for a web browser, spreadsheet or text window.

Taking this process to the next step, the accompanying screen illustrates how an audit log report created through the Teamcenter report designer can be viewed in a web browser.
Conclusion

Using Teamcenter software’s PLM audit management capabilities, you can track specific history changes managed by your PLM environment and retain them as an audit log. More specifically, you can:

• Configure what you want to be tracked
• Identify what information was changed
• Identify what specific properties of the information were changed
• See who changed it
• See what event triggered the change
• Compare the old and new values of the changed data

While these capabilities are most commonly applied in the aerospace and defense industry, where it is essential to show proof of compliance with U.S. Department of Defense and other government agency regulations, audit management is becoming increasingly important in the automotive, high tech and electronics industries, as well as in other industries that require traceability of specific changes of interest.

In addition, you can leverage these PLM auditing capabilities for portfolio decision making by identifying intellectual property of high interest to your user communities. By determining what intellectual property is most frequently accessed, decision makers are able to learn what information is most important to their company’s knowledge users, value chain and/or partners.

By leveraging PLM audit management to prove traceability and compliance, you can improve the business value and performance of your PLM environment.
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